Bird Scooter FAQs
Bird + City Partnership
Why is Bird choosing to expand now?
Bird's mission is to make cities more livable by reducing car usage, traffic, and carbon
emissions. Bird was the first scooter company in the space, and is excited to be in a position
where we can meet our company mission and bring microboliity to as many cities in the
country as possible. Our newest Fleet Manager operating model allows us to provide high
touch and focused service to all communities regardless of the size.

Will it cost the city anything to bring Birds to town?
Bird can launch & operate at no cost to the city.

Who is the city’s main point of contact and who do we contact in the event of an
emergency?
Each city we work to launch Bird with will have a dedicated Account Manager who will be their
main point of contact at Bird. The Account Manager will work with the city throughout the
pre-launch and launch process to ensure a successful scooter program in each city.
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Riders & Safety
How old do you have to be to ride?
We set the age to 18+.

How does Bird prevent underage riding?
During account set up users are asked to verify their age. As needed we can add a feature to
scan their ID or driver's license.

How do you address riding these on the sidewalk?
Riders are reminded of safe riding & parking expectations through banner & in-app
notifications in the Bird app

How does Bird address Safety?
Safety has been Bird’s top priority since day one. Bird has built several features in app to
address safety, including Helmet Selfie, Warm-Up Mode, as well as in-app safety tutorials, and
a safety video available on our blog and website. Additionally, each city will also have an
Account Manager who can work closely with your team to address any safety concerns if they
arise. Your dedicated account manager will also be able to walk you through all new safety
features, and update you as we release new ones as well
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Vehicles & Operations
How much does it cost
Renting a Bird will cost the rider a $1 unlock fee+ a per minute fee. Billing is all done through the
Bird app with a credit or debit card.
Bird has discounted pricing programs available for frontline workers, active duty and retired
military personnel, low-income, veterans, senior citizens and select community and
non-profit groups.
Learn more about eligibility requirements:
https://www.bird.co/bird-access/
https://help.bird.co/hc/en-us/articles/360051003951-Community-Pricing-

What is the speed of the Bird scooters?
Our scooters go up to 15mph, which aligns with the speed of the casual biker. We have the
ability to create slow speed zones and adjust the speed.
“Warm-up mode” is available for all riders which will automatically soften a Bird scooter’s
acceleration, allowing riders to slowly work their way up to full speed.

Where will Birds be able to operate?
When Bird launches in a new city, we create an operating zone on the backend, which will
correspond to an area on a map. We will work with the city to align on the operating area that
will align with the city’s goals of ridership & access to alternative transportation. Birds will only
operate in this area and will slow to a stop outside of it. The city can also highlight any specific
areas with parking rules, slow speeds or no riding.

Where will the scooters need to be parked?
Bird follows a dockless model, which means riders can park wherever they would like within the
operating area. We educate riders where and how to park: at a bike rack when available, and
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not blocking the right-of-way, sidewalks, ADA ramps, or driveways. At the end of each Bird ride,
riders will be promoted to take a picture of the parked scooter as proof.
Our Fleet Manager will be notified if a vehicle that is not in a ride is being moved- this will help
to keep the fleet organized in case someone moves a parked vehicle out of place

How does Bird manage “clutter” or vehicles being left everywhere?
Our local fleet managers are responsible for rebalancing and moving vehicles throughout the
city during operating hours. They pay attention to areas of scooter congestion as well as
demand throughout the day, and rebalance vehicles accordingly. On the rider side, riders are
required to take a photo of their appropriately parked Bird after each ride, which adds a layer
of accountability. Bird can also display any bike racks or designated scooter parking
infrastructure that a city may have in place, in the Bird app for riders to see as they end their
ride.

How many scooters will Bird be operating in town?
As we work with cities to plan our Bird launch, we calculate the ideal scooter fleet size
generally based on population size of the city as well as other factors such as tourism,
commuter traffic, university presence, and more. Generally after launching an initial fleet in
town, the Bird team monitors utilization after launch and works with city administrators to get
approval to add more to the fleet as demand & usage increases.

How does Bird source their local fleet managers?
Bird works with local businesses, entrepreneurs, or community organizations to help manage
our fleets locally and address the unique needs of each community. These individuals are
selected based on a number of criteria to help best ensure the success of the fleet and a
strong partnership with the city.

Where are the Birds washed, charged and repaired/stored?
Our local Fleet Managers charge, maintain, and store Birds in their own facilities.
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